We are here taking part in a global 24 hours of action for
Tasmania’s forests to support the work of Tasmanian activist
Miranda Gibson and demand an end to native forest logging
in Tasmania.
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Miranda has been living on a platform in the ObserverTree,
60m high in Tasmania’s western wilderness, for two months,
and has vowed to remain there until Tasmania’s forests are
protected. If you haven’t already heard about Miranda’s
inspiring action, you can read her blog at
http://observertree.org
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The Australian government promised to protect Tasmania’s
forests last year. However, logging continues as rapidly as
ever. Malaysian timber giant Ta Ann has played a key role
in sabotaging protection for these forests. Despite labelling
its products as ‘eco ply’, Ta Ann continues to receive timber
from ancient forests in Tasmania, rejecting plantation timber.
90% of the Ta Ann group’s plywood is sold to Japanese
companies, including Panasonic, Daiwa House, Sekisui
House and Eidai. Many of these companies advertise
themselves as environmentally conscious, despite their
complicity in forest destruction.
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People all over the world are taking part in today’s action.
Together, let’s send a clear message to Ta Ann and its
customers that Australia and the global community will not
accept native forest destruction!
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